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PHOENIX – The Water for Arizona Coalition today commended state lawmakers for voting to approve 

the state’s Drought Contingency Plan (DCP). 

 

“Today, Arizona lawmakers made clear that they are willing to do what it takes to protect our water 

supply, even when that means making difficult compromises,” said Kim Mitchell, Senior Water Policy 

Advisor at Western Resource Advocates, “The passage of this plan will help Arizona prepare for a drier 

future while safeguarding our state’s vital water resources and lessening the impact to water users. We 

commend Governor Ducey, Arizona legislators, water managers, and stakeholders for all they have done 

to get our state’s plan over the finish line.” 

 

“By passing DCP, the Arizona legislature has reduced the risk to the Colorado River, and taken a major 

step toward protecting people and critical habitat for birds and other wildlife,” said Sonia Perillo, 

Audubon Arizona’s Executive Director, “We still face challenges, including the likelihood of a water 

shortage in the near future, but this plan helps ensure that Arizona can prepare, and protect our 

communities and ecosystems.” 

 

“It is increasingly likely that a decline in Lake Mead’s elevation will trigger a shortage declaration in the 

years ahead. Having a Drought Contingency Plan in place helps make sure that such a shortage, and the 

water cutbacks that will follow it, do not disrupt our economy and cause more pain than they need to,” 

said Kevin Moran, Senior Director for the Colorado River Program at Environmental Defense Fund and 

Chair of the Water for Arizona Coalition. “This plan conserves more water in Lake Mead through a mix 

of mechanisms and incentives to reduce water demand, including system conservation projects and 

water trading among cities, tribes and irrigation districts. I commend our legislature and Governor Ducey 

for recognizing the urgent need for conservation and other actions to protect the health of the Colorado 

River system that supports cities, farms and ranches, industry, tribal communities, wildlife, and 

recreation in the region.” 

 

“Arizona’s climate is growing warmer and drier each year. Understanding that reality is what spurred so 

many diverse interests to compromise through the Drought Contingency Planning process,” said Jeff 

Odefey, American Rivers’ Director of Clean Water Supply. “This arduous process led to compromise 

and collaboration. As a result – Arizona’s communities and environment have a plan that is the first step 

toward a more secure water future.”  
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“Arizona’s business community knows that future prosperity depends on having a predictable water 

supply. That’s exactly what the Drought Contingency Plan ensures—that we’re ready with a plan when 

we need it,” said Todd Reeve, Director at Business for Water Stewardship, “Lawmakers’ decision to 

pass the plan shows that they are serious about protecting our economy.” 

 

About the Water for Arizona Coalition 

The Water for Arizona Coalition comprises Arizonans who support policies and innovative practices to 

ensure a reliable water supply to meet the state’s needs. Organizational support is provided by 

solution-oriented groups like Business for Water Stewardship, American Rivers, Audubon Arizona, 

Environmental Defense Action Fund, and Western Resource Advocates, which collectively have over 

60,000 Arizona members, as well as hundreds of hunters, anglers, and outdoor recreators across the 

state. Kevin Moran, a long-time Arizonan and former government relations consultant, is the Chairman 

of the Coalition. 
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